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intergovernmental organizations (such as the Organization of American States, the European
Council and the Organization of African Unity) and national governments for their assistance. They

could apply pressure through threatened or actual suspension of aid, or other limitations on relations.
last
ty of forceful humanitarian intervention. When the U.N. and regional
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intergovern
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cooperation.

s fail to act and the offending regime is deaf to appeals, kuper
intervention by governments acting irrdividually, preferably in

The non-governmental human rights organizations can draw upon the examples of campaigns
against the Vietnam war and apartheid to exert pressure directly on olfending regimes, through
demonstrations, economic boycotts, refusal to handle goods to or from otfending siates and
'selective exclusion from participation in international activities and events'.
Anyone embarking on a comparative study of genocide would do well to start with Kuper,s
23-page bibliography of about 400 texts, a compendium all the more impressive because of Kuper,s
apparent thorough familiarity with it ln a detailed comparison of books about genocide, I have found
no other books that mention even half as many cases of genocide as Kuper does. ln spite of its
eccelrtric degree of atlention to the U.N., this book is essentiil reading for anyone concerned with the
field of general and comparative studies of genocide. Moreover, it may rouse non-specialisls to
effective action. The failure to prevent genocide is more a failure of will than ol institutions, and the
arousing of concern is the first step toward prevention.
Walter K. Ezell
Greenville, South Carolina

Hitler and the Armenian Genocide, Kevork Bardakjian (Cambridge, Mass.: The Zoryan lnstitute,

l985), B1 pp.,

n.p.

ln Hitler and the Armenian Genocicle, Dr. Kevork Bardakjian carefully examines the
documentary evidence relating to Hitler's rhetorical question 'Who, after all, speaks today of the
annihilation of the Armenians?' What Dr. Bardakjian, a lecturer in Armenian language and culture
at
Harvard, has undefiaken to prove in his short introduction to this collection of documents is not
only
the historicity of the question, which llitler is said to have posed before a gathering ol German
generals at Obersalzberg on 22 August 1939. Rather, at the beginning and end of hii discussion,
Bardakjian reveals glimpses of a larger agenda whose central concern is the deliberate relegation
of
the Arnerican genocide to historical obscurity.
lmplicit in the author's analysis is a critique of the view maintained among both popular and
scholarly audiences that the Nazi Holocaust was an event uniclue in human history. To his mind,
far
from being the first, 'the Holocaust was the latest in a chain of systematic butcheries that by now
formed a clear pattern of inereasing massive violence' (p. 1) Obviously, the murder of over
one
million Armenians by the Young Turk regirne was a rather significant link in that chain of massive
violence While malting this point, Dr. Etardakjian is rrot rntent on diminishing the unprecedented
magnittlde of the lJazi-sponsorecl genocide; oir the first page of his small Uoot<let, he refers to the
Nazi crime as 'tlie most horrendous in the history of mankind'. Rather, he is attempting to rectify
a
bizarre turn of events by which the rnass murder of Turkish Armenians has been targety forgottln,
with the bitterly ironic exception of Hitler himself
Still, thts large order is not the most immediate motive lor Bardikjian's investiEation He has set
out to examilre afresh extant German documents in response to the recent claims of some
scholars
and pseudoscholars thai Hitler could not possibly have uttered the statement about remembering
the
Arnlenians.l Others, includinE the distinguished historian Bernard Lewis in his latest book
Sernites
and Anti-Sernifes,2 have contendecl that even if Hitler had posecl the question, it is of litile
or no
releirairce to ihe rnatter of the attemptecl lo{azi extermination of the'Jews.
It is to these smaller and larger challenges that Bardakjian directs his inquiiy. He addresses
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6 July 1985.
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Editor,, New York

2. Bernard Lewis, Semrbs and Anti-Semites (New york,

B June

and

p.21.
David Myers
Columbia University

The Great Powers and Potand, Jan Karski (Lanham, Maryland: University press of
AmericarM, lnc.,

1e8s), 697 pp., $28.50.
For centuries Poland's fate has been a tragic one. lts geographic location between
Russia,
Australia and Prussia-Germany has made it a cockpit
rin"u the first partition between these
powers in 1772. When, after World War l, Poland attained"uer
its independence, there
was hope that the

new nation might become a viable part of Europe. However, from the outset, poland
was beset by
territorial problems because of
ion, Bolshevik incursions and Germany,s
dissatisfaction with the newly dr
corridor between the Reich and

an Republic could not be reconciled to the
with the status of Danzig. France and Great Britain,

sympathetic to Polish needs, were unsuccessful in their attempt to establish good political
and
military relations with Poland. Josef Beck, Foreign Minister under Marshall pilsudski
and his
successor
- signed a
toward Germany after Hitler's rise lo power. ln 1934, the two countries
- leaned
non-aggression
pact in order to isolate the Soviet Union. The result was estrangement from
France
and Great Britain until it was too late. Jan Karski traces the complex diplomaiy of
the European
powers vis-d-vis Poland as well as among themselves in this highly detailed
book. He delineates the
apparent strength of Poland under Pilsudski and its subsequent diplomatic decline under
Beck. The

relationships between Poland and Germany, Poland and the Soviei Union; its attitude
toward France,

Great Britain, Lithuania (the Vilna affair) and Czechoslovakia in 1938 (the Teschen problem),
these
and the internal politics and economics are treated as authoritatively as available records
allow. All
the impofiant leaders
German, British, Russian, Polish, American
in all their
- French,
- are shown
fallible interactions. Pacts
and treaties, like the Rapallo compact belween Germany
and Russia, the
Locarno Pact and the weaknesses of the League of Nations reveal the manoeuvrings ol
the nations,
large and small. 'Gollective Security', the French and British goal, foundered because rColonel
of
Beck's diplomatic incompetence and Hitler's successful opportLrnism. World War ll began poland.
in
France and Great Britain honoured their commitments, but could not save the 2o-y;ar-old
nation.
Karski is a master of research. His book almost overwhelms the reader with its facts,
which are
objectively presented and carefully documented. The agony of poland, the difficulties
of its
government in exile under the leadership of General Sikorski and Stanislaw Mikolajczyk
and the final
'betrayal' at Yalta, countenanced by Churchill and Roosevelt, do not make for pleasant
reading. The
fate of the Jews, while not featured in detail, is mentioned in a number of strongly worded purrug"".
It is the most gruesome part oI a discouraging history. Karski, it should be remember"j, *u"
ttr"
courier of the Polish underground who inlormed Roosevelt of the horrors visited upon the Jews.
He
was not believed. lt is impossible, in a review, to highlight all the events
the Warsaw uprising, for
example
as they deserve to be. There can be no doubt, however,- that this Ooof is of
ireat
importance- to the historian and the public at large because it offers insights into the often
benevolent
miscalculations of sometime greal leaders and the eventually destructive ambitions of
dictators.
Hans Juergensen
The University of South Florida
Hitler

of a Confidant, ed. Henry Ashby Turner, Jr., trans. Ruth Hein (New Haven: yale
- Memoirs
University
Press, 1985), 333 pp., $29.95.
For a brief, but important period, Otto Wagener was a confidant of Adolf Hitler. Wagener
dined

with Hitler, travelled with him and participated in numerous conversations with the min
soon to
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